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The death penalty has been a controversial topic for many years, and its 

reintroduction in the Philippines is no exception. However, some argue that this 

ultimate punishment should be given to criminals who commit extreme crimes in 

order to prevent similar offenses from being committed in the future and provide 

justice for victims of heinous acts. While it is true that such cases are tragic and 

the death penalty can’t bring the victims back, it might be a necessary step to 

ensure that justice is served. 

 

The second argument in favor of implementing the death penalty in the 

Philippines is its deterrence value for potential criminals. It has been argued that 

by reintroducing this ultimate punishment, it will act as a deterrent against people 

who are considering committing similar crimes in the future. This is because it is 

likely that they will realize the consequences of their actions before they commit 

the crime, thus deterring them from doing so. 

 

It has also been argued that those convicted of extreme crimes should be held 

accountable for their actions and face severe punishment as a result. In these 

cases, the death penalty can be seen as a way to ensure that justice is served and 

that the perpetrator pays for their actions. This will also serve as an example to 

others who might consider committing similar acts in the future, thus reducing 

the likelihood of such crimes being committed. 

 

Finally, it has been argued that by re-introducing the death penalty in the 

Philippines, it will send a strong message to those who are contemplating 



engaging in extreme criminal activity. It is likely that they will think twice before 

doing so, as they know that if they go through with it, they could be facing the 

ultimate punishment. This is especially true when considering crimes such as 

murder and rape—which often cause immense pain to victims and their families. 

 

While there are many arguments against the death penalty in the Philippines, it is 

clear that for some cases, it may be a necessary measure to ensure justice is 

served. By reintroducing this ultimate punishment and making sure perpetrators 

face the consequences of their actions, it could help reduce similar offenses from 

being committed in the future and bring closure to victims’ families. As such, the 

death penalty should be considered a just punishment for extreme crimes in the 

Philippines.  

 

 


